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Fresh or outside a ir needed fo r ventilat.ing underground installation s is introduced 
through shafts or t unn els. For a sha ft or t unn el in continuous use, heat is transferred 
fro m the a ir to t he rock in summ er and from t he rock to the air in the win ter, t hereby 
redu cing the seasonal cooling a nd heating loads of t he undergro und installation. The possible 
bene fi t of t his tempering e ffect ill redu cin g t he size and operating cost of t he a ir cooling and 
heating syste m o f t he installation cannot be real ized in t he design stage ,yi t hou t a r eliable 
means of est. im a ting the influ cJl ce of t he t unJle l. In t his paper, equat ions an d functions for 
co mpu t ing t hc k mpering effect are deyeloped by m athematical analysis o f t he prob le m, 
assuming a sinusoid al vari ation of t he o utside a ir temperature, and are sholm to be in 
s ubstan t ia l accordan ce " 'i t h expe ri menta l r esults obtained in tests made in a s mall-scale 
model t u nn el. 

1. Introduction 

vVhen outside air for venLilitting an undcrgrolll1d 
ch am ber, or for other purposes, is dritwn con Linuously 
through a lon g tunnel or airway in rock , heat in ter
change between the rock fLnd the flowing elir con
siderably redu ces, by the Lime t he air reaches t he 
fflr end, the flu ctuations of LempereLLure to which 
the en tering outside air wa subj ect as a result of 
diurn al and seasonal changes. The Lemperiug thus 
effected by the rock in cooling sum Ill er air and heating 
winter air may have itn imporLitnt benefi t in reducing 
the design size and operating cost of the air coollng 
and heating sys tems of an underground in Lfillittioll . 
Mine aDd tunnel itir ventilaLion studies [1 , 2]1 have 
shown quitlitatively the redu cLion of t he fluctuaLions 
of temperature of ou tside air flowing in 1,0 min es, 
but have ven tured no analys is of t his process for 
prediction of temperatures itnd heat flow quantities. 

This paper presen ts the results of a mathematical 
analysis of the heat transfer between the itir an d the 
rock, assumin g that the temperature of the entering 
air varies periodically and sinusoidally. For the 
case of long tunnels in rock, diurn al and short-time 
climatic fluctuations are quickly attenuated and 
damped out in the first part of the tunnel. Con
sequen tly, the significant fluctuation is the seasonal 
or itnnual periodic variation in outdoor air tempera
ture, which is known to approximate a sinusoidal 
oscillation [3]. 

The mathematical solutions obtained arc for the 
case of dry air. Efforts to take account of heat 
exchanges between the air and rock due to con
densation of moisture from the air, or i ts evaporation 
from the rock, introduce mathematical complexities 
that preclude analytic solutions. However , the 
results obtained for dry air are conserva tive in 
regard to the amounts of heat transferred between 
the air and rock, as the effect of latent hea t transfer 

' This work was supported by the Protective Structurcs Dranch, omcc of the 
Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army. 

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end or this paper. 

is Lo increase the total heat exchanges to values 
greater than those given by the equations Jor dry air 
conditions. 

To de Lerm ine the validiLy of the analytical 
LreaLm en t for design purposes, experimen ts were 
conducted on a small- calc model underground 
tunnel , and the data t hus obLained were compared 
wiLh t he results predicLed by the analyLieal method. 

2 . Analysis 

To obtain a mathematical expression for the heat
transfer cbaracterisLics of Lhe rock surrounding an 
air-in take tunnel, let us fl ssum e that the tunnel 
takes the form of a hollow cylinder . Let us fur ther 
ass ume that the temperaLure To of the air enterin g 
Lhe tunnel varies periodically about i ts mean fLllnual 
value T i in accordance with Lhe following relation
ship : 

where the angle wt increases by 27r radians (3 60°) in 
1 year. 

For convenience in the development, we will use a 
subrogated temperature 0, defined as (T - T s), 

where Ts is the steady temperature of the rock 
['emotely surrounding the tunnel. On this basis, 
the subrogated annual mean temperature Oi of the 
entering air is (T i - Ts); the amplitude of entering 
air temperature variation (Tocmax) - T i ) is designated 
as Ll. Accordingly, the equation above becomes: 

(1) 

The hollow cylinder has a radius, a, but is other
wise unbounded. The surrounding solid has a 
conductivity K , specific heat c, and thermal dif
fusivitya. The air flows in the cylinder at a veloci ty 
V in the direction of the positive x-axis. It is 
assumed that in the surrounding rock , heat is 
conducted radially bu t not parallel to the axis of 
the cylinder, and the thermal properties are in
dependent of t empera-ture. 
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Let M' be the mass of air in contact with unit 
surface area of the cylinder, c' the specific heat of 
the air, 8x the air temperature at a distance x and 
time t, and h the coefficient of heat transfer between 
the air and the cylinder surface. The heat balance 
equation satisfied by the temperature of the air at 
distance x is then: 

M'C I [d8x + V d8x] +h(8 - 8 )= 0 dt dx x a,x 
(2) 

where 8a,x is the temperature at the surface of the 
cylinder at distance x. The heat transfer at a 
distance x along the cylinder surface is: 

(3) 

Equations (1), (2) , and (3) provide the boundary 
conditions for the differential equation [or conduction 
of heat in the solid: 

A closely approximate solution for the temperature of 
the air at distance x, assuming steady periodic heat 
flow, is: 

Tx- Ts=8x= e- AA' [~cos (wt - AB') + 8i cos AB'] (4) 

where A involves x, and A' and B' involve h. 
The derivation of eq (4) is given in section 8.1. 

The symbols are defined in section 8.3. The functions 
A' and B' are plotted on figure 1 for a useful range of 
the variables z (=a~w/a) and n (= ah/K). 

3. Model Underground Tunnel 

The model underground tunnel (see fig . 2) was 
cylindrical, 6 in. in diameter and 33 .7 ft long, sur
rounded by 18 in. of 1:4 cement-sand mortar. 
Several thicknesses of ;~-in. hair-fel t insulation were 
placed on the outside of the mortar. Air was drawn 
through the tunnel by a blower and its rate of flow 
was measured by means of an orifice in the sheet 
metal duct connecting the tunnel and the blower. 
At the entrance to the tunnel was a sheet metal 
duct containing chilled water coils and electric strip 
ileaters. The chilled water coils were used to cool 
the air to a temperature below the lowest tempera
ture to be encountered at the entrance to the tunnel. 
The electric strip heaters were governed by a pro
gram controller that modulated the heat input to 
the air so that the entering air temperature varied 
sinusoidally as a function of time. Thermocouples 
were located at the entrance and exit and at various 
locations in the tunnel, and in the surrounding 
cement mortar, as shown in figure 2. The thermal 
properties of the cement-sand mortar were deter
mined from samples obtained during pouring 
operations. 
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FIGU RE 1. Yalues of A' and B' as f unctions of z (= aMa) 
and n (= ah/K ) f or use in eq (4). 

Each test consisted of four cycles of temperature 
variation with a period of 16 hI' and an amplitude 
of about 20 OF . Because the transients due to the 
initial nonperiodic condition were virtually elimi
nated in the first two cycles, the last two cycles were 
used for test results. 

4. Results 

Three tests, in which weight rate of air flow, W', 
was varied, were carried out on the model under
ground tunnel. The parameters for these tests are 
given in table 1. 

TABLE 1. T est parameters 

Angular velocity, w _ ___________ ______________ _________ _ 0.3927 radian/hr 
Tunnel radius, a _______________________________________ .25 it 
Tunnel length , L _________________ _______ ________ ___ ___ 33.7 ft 
'l'hermal conductivity (mortar) , f( __ ________________ ___ 0.747 Btu/hr-ft-' F 
1' hermal ditrusivity (mortar), a _______________ ______ ___ .031 W/llr 
Specific hea t (air), c' ____ ________________ ____ __ _________ .24 Btu/lb- ' F 
z=a"; wla_ _ _ ______ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ___ _ ____ _ _ _ _ ____ ___ _ _ ___ __ _ _ _ .89 

Pertinent test data are gIven m table 2. The 
observed entering air temperatures were subs tan-
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F lO UR!,] 2. D iagrammatic sketch of II/odel uwlerground tunnel. 

tially sinusoidal and con fo rmed vcry doscl \' 1,0 the 
equ,. tions (wi thin ± 0.25 OF), of Lhe form 0'1' cq (1), 
seL fort h in table ~3. The observed valucs of ail' 
tempcraLure a t Lhe exi t of thc Lun nel (L= 3 ~3 .7 1'l) 
wer e found to lag in phase Lhose or the cnLering ail' 
by about 0.14 radian . All experimental quanLiLies 
involved in eq (4) were detcrmin ed directh ' except. 
the coeffi cient of hea t LnLn srcr , h. Since ' ex is ,L 

maximum when (wt- AB' ) cquals 7;0 ['0 , oq (4) sorvos 
fo[, compuLing A', from which the vnlu es of h ,,-ere 
obt3ine~. The values of h thu s computed arc pre
sented ll1 table 2 and ar e compared with valu es of 
the forced cOl1vecLion heat Lransfer coefficienL cal
culated from an equation given by McAdams [4] 
which , with appropriate proper Lies for the model 
tunnel and air substituted , is 

h= 0.016 (VJl' )O.8. (5) 

T A B LE 2. Data and l'esulls fr om tests on m odel underground 
tunnel 

'r est No . 
-------------1---------
En tering air temps., To, OF: 

~~r~l~ ~ I~~ ~= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = M ean, T i ___ _________________________________ _ 
Am plitude, "' ___________ ___ _________ _______ __ _ 

Leaving air temps. , T L, OF: 
MaximLlm ______ __ _ . __ _______ ._. _____ . ____ ___ _ 
MiuimulU ______________ _____________ ________ _ 
M ean _________________ ________________ _______ _ 

M ean remote temp. of solid (mortar), '1'" °F __ 
Oi= 'l'i- T it, OF ___ ___ ________________ ______ ___ __ _ 
Air flow rate, lV', lb/br ________________________ _ 

Coerncient of heat tran sfer h, B tu/hr-W-oF : 

109.4 
65.2 
87.3 
22.1 

95.0 
75.0 
85.0 
83. 2 

4.2 
336.4 

F rom eq (4)__________________________________ 1. 76 
F rom eq (5) _ _________________________ ___ _____ 1. 69 

101.4 
00.0 
SO. 7 
20.7 

90.2 
71.0 
80.6 
80.3 

0.4 
367. 9 

1.85 
1. 82 

100.8 
60. 0 
80.4 
20.4 

91. 5 
71. 2 
81. 35 
82.2 

- 1. 8 
451. 2 

2.22 
2.14 

TA RLE :3. " pplied enter ing and predicted leaving air 
temperatw'es 

Test 1.. ___ _ 
' I'ps t 2 __ _ _ 
T est 3 ______ _ 

I, ntering a ir (cq. J) 

'l'u=87.4+22.2 cos wi 
To=80. 7+20. 7 cos wi 
1'0=80.4+20.4 cos wi 

L eav ing air, L =:J3.7 (eq. 4) 

'1',, =81. 1+ 10.0 ('os (wl-O. 14 17) 
'1',,=80 .. 1+ fI .7 cos (wl-O.1425) 
'l',, =8 U + LO.2 cos (wl-0.J457) 

SubsLitut ing tli e derived value8 0(' h, and observed 
values of il , ei , a nd t he p arametcrs from table 1 in 
eq (4), for L = 33.7 It, we obLain the Lime varia tion 
of t he. leaving ail' temperature as given by th e equa
tlOns III table 3. When these equations were plo tt ed 
the curvcs followed the experimental data withi~ 
± 0.25 OF. 

The t empering effect of th e tunnel on th e air is 
sbow!l by referring .to te~ t No. 3, table 3, where tb e 
amplItude of the aIr whlCh was 20.4 OF at the en
trance, was reduced to 10.2 OF at the exit. 
~though the expe.rimenLal data on air temperature 

satIsfied th e analy tlCal solu tion of the problem it 
wa~ felt that furt~er subs tantiating information ~vas 
deSIrable. EquatlOns for the time-variation of tem
peratures at various radii in the surrounding cement
sand mortar were therefo~'e computed from eq (12) 
for tes t No.3, as shown m table 4. Plots of the e 
~quations with associated experimental da ta appear 
m figure 3, 

T A BLE 4. 7. 'el1~peratures in the cement-sand mortar f or test N o. 
3 at cross-sectwnx=22.7 f t, as predicted by eq (12) of section 
8.1 

At radius r=0.33 rt 
At radi us r=0.50 ft 
At radi us r=0.75 ft 
At radi lls r= 1.25 ft 

1' •. ,=82.0+3. 1 cos (w/-0.733) 
'['",=82.1+1.7 cos (w/- 1.l69 ) 
1' •• ,=82.2+0.7 cos (w/-1. 15) 
T ",=82.2±0.1 
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FIGURE 3. Air and mortar temperature history Jor model underground twmel (test No.3, table 2). 
Experimental data for temperatures in mortar at various radii from ccutcr oC Lunnel are denoted by symbols. 

5. Discussion 

For the model tunnel, values of the coefficient of 
heat transfer were computed from eq (4) and the 
temperature amplitudes of the leaving air by the 
method outlined in section 4. A comparison of 
these coefficients with those determined from eq (5) 
shows agreement within 5 percent, which is within 
the probable accuracy of the thermal properties of 
cement-sand mortar as determined by tests on a few 
samples. 

For tunnels or shafts probable in underground 
installations, the diameters are likely to be greater 
than 3 ft. Values of the coefficient of heat transfer 
are not found in the literature for airways of this 
size and would be particularly difficult to predeter
mine for the rough and irregular surfaces usually 
resulting from the excavating process. However, 
reasonable values may be estimated from compro
mise considerations of values determined for air flow 
in small cylinders and air flow parallel to planes, 
and with an allowance for roughness of surfaces. 

Substitution of the parameters and the derived 
values of h into eq (4) gave the equations for the 

leaving air temperatures given in table 3. These 
equations showed differences less than 0.3 OF when 
plo tted with the experimental data. Differences 
less than 0.5 OF were found between observed tem
pera tures in the surrounding solid (mortar), and those 
computed by eq (12), as shown in :figure 3. 

Because the experimental data agree closely with 
values computed by eqs (4) and (12), the analytic 
approach developed in this paper should be appli
cable for determining temperatures in tunnels of 
larger size. 

6. Application to a Practical Problem 

To design heating and air condi tioning equipment 
for an underground installation, it is necessary to 
predict the maxin1Um and minimum temperatures 
of the air when it is delivered at the installation. 
From eq (4), the maximum and minimum tempera
tures occur when wt= AB' and wt= 7r+ AB', respec
tively. Using eq (4), these extreme values may be 
written 
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Figure 1 is a plot of A' and B' as functions of nand 
z computed for a range of values expected in a 
practical problem. 

For a sample hypothetical problem, consider a 
square tmmel with nominal dimensions 7 ft by 7 
ft by 2000 ft long, continuously delivering air to an 
underground installation at a rate of 50,000 cubic 
feet per minute, or 228,000 pounds per hour. For 
noncircular cross sections, the equivalent cylindrical 
radius, a, is equal to 2 (cross sectional area) / (per
imeter). Assumed parameters for substitution in 
eq (6) are given in table 5. 

TABl,E 5. ParameteTs fo r hypothetiwl problem 

Tberm al conductivity of surroundin g rock_ 
'l' bermal difTusivity of surrounding rock __ _ 
An gular ve locity (period one yca .. ) ________ _ 
Ooefficien t of beat t .. aosfoL ____ __ _________ _ 
Equi valent radius of tunneL. ______ _______ _ 
Amplitude of outside oir ____ _____________ _ _ 
Mean tClopcraturc of olltside ai r. _________ _ 
Remote rock temperature __ _________ ______ _ 
Specific heat of aiL _______________________ _ 
Weight mte of air flow __ ______ ____ ___ _ __ _ 
Oi _________________ _ • _______ ______ - - - - -. -- --

'1~ - - - __ - - - - _. - - - ___ • _____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - __ - - __ 
2 ______ _ _______ • _ • _________________________ _ 

A' (fun ction of nand z) figure L __ ________ _ 
B ' (function of nand z) figure L __________ _ .11 _________________ ______ • _________________ _ 

](= 1.2 Btufhr-ft-oF 
a =0.035 ft2fhr 
w= 0.000717 radian(hr 
" = 3.43 B tu(hr-ft2-oF 
a=3.5 ft 

Ll = 45 of 
'P i=52 of 
T a= 55 of 
c' = 0.2'1 Dtuflb-oF 

W '= 2"2S.000 Ibfhr 
Ti- ~Cf=-3 o~""'\ 

ah/ f(= ]O 
a ·Jw/a =0.5 

= 4.48 
= 2.1 5 

Kj,fc' IV' = 0.0439 

The extreme v[11ues predicted by eq (6) are 

(fh)",=+ 34 and -39 of. 

Because 0 is a subrogated temperature based on a 
zero value equal to the remote temperature of the 
surrounding rock, the maximum and minimum air 
temperatures at the end of the tunnel (L = 2000 ft) 
are 55 + 34= 89 OF and 55-39 = 16 OF, respectively. 
The maximum and minimum outside fl.ir tempera
tures Ceq (1)) are 97 OF and 7 OF, respectively. 
The maximLLIn and minimum air temperH,tures at the 
end of the tunnel lag those at the entrance by an 
angle equal to AB', which in this case equals 0.094 
radian, equivalent to a time-lag of 5.5 clays. 

Although the rates of heat loss and gain of the air 
in a tunnel \·ITere not discussed in the experimental 
portion of this paper, they are of considerable interest 
in the application to practical problems. For the 
hypothetical problem, the average rate of cooling 
by the rock during the cooling season (eq (14), sec
tion 8) is 251,000 Btu/hI', or an equivalent of about 
21 tons of refrigeration. The average rate of heating 
by the rock in the hefl.ting season is 309,000 Btu/hr, 
equivalent to the heating effected by burning about 
3.35 gallons of fuel oil per hour. The maximum 
cooling and heating rates are substantially greater 
than the average, as indicated by eq (13) . 

7. Conclusions 

Mathematical equations are derived for computing 
the tempering effect of a long tunnel in reducing the 
amplitude of climatic temperature variation of out
side air flowing through a tunnel. Results of experi
ments support the application of the developed 
equations for design purno o""_ 

The functions necessary for design use of the 
equations have been evaluated for a u eful range or 
the parameters and are presented graphically. 

In the design for heating and ail' conditioning y
tems, fresh or outside air necessary for ventilfl.tion of 
an underground installation represents fl. portion of 
the heating and cooling load for the installation. 
Without a means for determining the temperature 
of the air at the end of its passage through tunnels 
or shafts, the designer is forced to rely upon the 
outside air temperatures for design conditions. The 
hypothetical problem of section 6 shows that the 
heating and cooling loads for design purposes are 
considerably reduced when the temperature of air at 
the end of a tunnel is predicted by the derived equa
tions. These equations are included in a design 
manual for military installations [5] . 

An assumption has been made which develops a 
degree of uncertainty toward the use of the equations. 
An effective coefficient of heat transfer value "h" 
suitable for a particular applic[1tion mfl.Y, in most 
cases, only be determined as an educated guess, be
cause no predictable values for large size tunnel 
airways arc available from literature. 

8 . Appendix 

8 .1. Solution of Heat Transfer Problem 

With the boundary conclilions fl,S set forth in eqs 
(1), (2), and (3) of section 2, eq (4) may be obtained 
by assuming that the temperature in t he sUlTounding 
solid at a cross section at a di st[1nce x Iron1. t ile en
trance is 

(7) 

and also that the te mperature of the [Jowing au' 1 : 

(8) 

B.,- substituting t he fl,ppropriaLe derivatives of eq (7) 
in the differential equation for condu ction of heat 
rfl.dially in a cylindrical system having angular 
symmetry: 

t h c lit t tel' becomes 

This is the modified Bessel equation of zero order, 
for which the general solution given in terms of the 
modified Be sel functions 10, K o, is 

For F to be finite as r approaches infinity, D = O, 
and a particular solu tion is: 
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and from eq (7), 

8r.x= Ce iwtKo (r-y':)- (9) 

Differentiating, 

Substituting eqs (9) and (10) in eq (3 ) , and solving 
for C, eq (10) becomes: 

Simplif'y by letting 

K o(z{1)= N o(z) ei 1>o (Z ) 

-f/, K j (z -f/,) = N 1 (z) ei{1>\(zJ+'7} 

n= ahjK 

P=z N 1(z) 
No(z) 

Where values of the functions of' N o(z), N 1 (z), 4>o(z), 
and 4>1(Z) arc given by McLachlen and Meyers [6], eq 
(lOa) becomes 

_(d8) _ (8x) nPei{p+7r/2) • 

dl' r=a - a n+ P ei(p+7r/2J 

Ratiomdizin 'S and fmtheI' simplifying, eq (3) be
conleS 

_ K(d8) = K.8x P - n sin Il + in cos Il 
ell' r= a a n + P 2 . J5 71,- sm Il 

where 

A' 27r (P- n Ein Il ) , (fin'. 1) 
P 11 . <:> 

- + - -- 2 sm Il 
n F 

B' 27r1)' cos Il (fi . 1 \ 
P n .' 19. ). 
71,+]5- 2 SIn jJ. 

Substituting th e above in eq (2) 

Substituting from cq (8) , 

VG' +iwG+27Xf,~'a (A' + i B' )= O. 

L t' A Kx Kx 
et mg 27ra V1\I1' c' }V' c' 

the solution of the differential equation is: 

G= J e [ - i~ - A (A' +i B' )]-

Substituting in eq (9), 

Equation (1 ) states: 

then 

M aking this subsLi tution, 

Consi.dering only the real part, 

For frequencies w under consideration, the term wxlV 
is negligible and a closely approximate solution is 

8x=e-AA '[Ll cos (wt-.flB' )+Oi cos AB']. (4) 

Without giving the derivation from eq (9), the 
t emperatme at radius, l', in the solid surrounding 
the t unnel is: 

(J i 
N. (R ) cos (wt+ 8- T) +~ cos (8 - T) 

8= Lle- AA
' -.A-~o-(z-) ---r 1(:=;P~)=;;=2===P;=;=.=-

-V 11: +1 - 2 11: SlHll 

where 

R= l'~=Tzja 

S = 4>o(R )-4>o(z)-AB' 

T= tan- 1 cos Il 
n . 
p - sm Il 

(12) 
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B.2 . Air Heat Exchange 

At any time, t, the rate at which beat is lost by 
the :flowing air is : 

The maximum Tates of cooling and hea Ling of the 
air are given by 

qm=vV'c' [±~"/ l + e ZAA'_2e AA' cosAB ' 

If it is assumed that cos AB' ~ 1.0 , then 

The average rate o( heat flow for a given cooling 
or heating cycle is: 

T = temperature, OF . To is temperature of all' 

entering tunnel; T, is annual m ean valu e of 
To. Ts is the steady tempenLLure o( th e deep 
underground rock remotely UlTolmdin O' the 
tunnel, 

t = time, hI', 
V= velocity in tunnel , It/hI' , 

W' = weight rate of air flow, lb/hr , 
x= distance from entrance of tunnel, ft , 
z= a,iw/a, 
0' = thermal diffusivity of surrounding solid, 

ft 2/hr, 
~=amplitude of annual variation of To about 

the m ean value T i , OF , 
= (Tocmax)- T i ) = ] /2 (To(max)- To(mln») , 

f.1. = c/Jl (z) + 7r /4- c/Jo (z) , 
8= subrogatecl tcmperature, equal to (T- T s), OF , 

Oi=subrogated annu al meitn enterin g air temper-
ature, equal to (T i - Ts) , OF , 

w= ang uhLr vclociLy, rad ian /hI'. 

(14) T emperaL ul'cs aL vario us posiLions arcindicaLcd by 

B.3. Symbols 

Unless otherwise labeled, quanLiLies are dimen 
sionless when consistcnt units are used : 

A = J{x/W' c' , 
27r(P -n sin f.1. ) • 

A' = P ) plo tted on figure 1 as a funcLlOl1 
2!'.+- -2 s in f.1. of nand z, 
P n 

a = radius of hollow cylinder, ft , 
= 2 (cross secLion) / (perimeter), for noncil'cular 

cylinders, 
B- , 2rrn cos f.1. I d fj f' p ) P otte olllgure 1 as a -uncLlOll 

2!'.+--2 sin f.1. of nand z, 
P n 

c= specific heat or surroundin g solid, Btu/l b-oF , 
c' = speci fic heitt of ai.r flowing in cylinder, 

B tu/lb-oF , 
e= base of Naperian (naturitl) logarithms, 
h= coefficient of heat t ransfer between air and 

surface of cylinder , B tu/llr-ftZ- of , 
J{= thermal conductivity of surrounding solid, 

BtU/llI'-f t-OF, 
]J([' = weight of fluid (air) per unit of surface area 

of cylinder, Ib/ft 2, 

n= ah/J{, 
P = zN 1(z) /N o(z), 
q= heat flow Tate from air to tunnel wall, Btu/hr, 
l'= rac1ius, ft , I 

Lhe subscripts: 

O= aL Lunnel inieL (x = O, r< a), 
x= aL disLance x rroJll tunnel inieL (r< a), 
L = at tunnel ouLlet (x = L , r« ~), 

r,x= at radius r at distance x from Lunn el inlet 
V?,a) , 

a,x= aL Lu nncl surface (r= a) aL disLance x from 
inlcL. 

The subscript m denotcs a maXllll um or J11 l1llll1um 

value. 
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